
Mission Impossible, Goodyear, Beauty Queen, Sai Seng and 
myself set out on a hot Wednesday morning for MI’s run on 
Thursday. Coupled with the dry weather it was suffocatingly hot 
and still climbing up to the ridge, circumnavigate it to the Farlim 
side and then make the long climb back up and then down once 
more back to the runsite. If going up was tough the On Down 
with a carpet of leaves was far worse!! 



On the Thursday evening a smallish crowd gathered for the 
start of the run but the crowd slowly built up through the 
evening as more guests and friends arrived. The hare had also 
put a beer stop on the run along with soft drinks to quench the 
thirsty hashers on route. First one out was Peter Wong from 
THK who said most of the hashers where still at the beer stop. 
Others trickled in after that. The crowd was now quite sizeable 
and most had returned from the run except Silent Man and 
Suddakar who was super slow.  
 

The appearance of a 4.5Litre bottle of Whisky gave an extra 
boost to the already jovial atmosphere as did the delicious 
food and subsidized beer. Everybody ate and ate and the 
drinks flowed like a river in full flood. 
 

It was 8.30 when Suddakar and Silent Man returned and after 
allowing then some time to eat and rest we had the circle. 
 

Many thanks to Mission Impossible for the great run (one of 
the best), delicious food, beer and whisky! Hashers stayed way 
past their normal disappearing times and I expect a few would 
have hangovers in the morning. I called it a night around 11pm 
but there was still a sizable crowd sitting there.  
 

Once again thank you to everyone who turned up and for 
contributing to the fantastic atmosphere of the evening!  
 

NEXT WEEK IS THE AGM RUN AT THE QUARRY, BOTANICAL 
GARDENS. FOLLOWED BY DINNER AT WHITE BEACH 
RESTAURANT 



2456 14-Mar  Steve Oliver 
Twin Towers Leader 

Garden 

2457 21-Mar 
 Manfred               
Wiedenmaier Permai Shoplots  

2458 28-Mar  Ian Jolley   

2459 4-Apr  Ah Nee Chuah   

2460 11-Apr  Raja   

2461 18-Apr  Gurdial Singh   

2462 25-Apr  KH Tan   

2463 2-May  Nelia Prior   

2464 9-May  Justbeer   

2465 16-May  BC Lim   

2466 23-May  Merchel Lim   

2467 30-May  Suddakar   

2468 6-Jun  Cheng    

2469 13-Jun  Nick Prior   

2470 20-Jun  Iceman   

2471 27-Jun  Francoise   

HARELINE 2019 

 
Please respect the environment which we enjoy 
each week and ensure that no rubbish is left at the 
site, including cigarette butts, scraps and general 
litter. Thank you. 

 
Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will 
be 



CIRCLE 

Don’t put your 
hand up if the GM 
asks something. 
Peter did and it got 
him sitting on the 
ice as a result. 

Peter Wong 
however was 
on time and 
first out. He 
even stopped 
for a beer on 
route!!  

Welcome to our 
guests 



Black German is 
not a member this 
year but came as a 
guest and looking 
for young girls. 
What he forgot 
about the Harriets 
though is that OLD 
IS GOLD!! 

A CFTF by 
Naga saw 
Oyster Licker 
cooling his 
bum.  Naga 
had looked 
around and 
saw OL 
sitting 
quietly so he 
put him on 
ice for being 
quiet, a good 
runner and a 
great friend.  



Another 
CFTF saw 
Sayor and ? 
On ice. 
Apparently 
they didn’t 
stop at the 
beer stop as 
they wanted 
to finish the 
run. 

Welcome to 
our friends 
and the GMs 
of the IA and 
Batang 
Hashes. 



Celebration of 
the February 
birthdays but no 
one was there 
but we went 
ahead anyway 
with MI standing, 
or rather sitting, 
in.  

So not only 
was he sung 
to for that 
but the GM 
also thanked 
him for the 
great run, 
delicious  
food and 
the beer 
and whisky. 



It was a fantastic evening and enjoyed by all late into 
the night! 



Pictures  of the Evening 











 

March 

24,  Pukka Sahib   
28,  Silent Man 



Funnies 
*Wanted : Gynecologist's Assistant*  
 
A man went to Mount Elizabeth Hospital and saw a card 
advertising for a Gynecologist's Assistant. Interested, he went in 
and asked the reception for details. 
  
The reception pulled up the file and read : 
 
"The job entails getting the ladies ready for the gynaecologist... 
  
You have to help the women out of their underwear,  
lay them down and carefully wash their private regions,  
then apply shaving foam and gently shave off their pubic hair,  
then rub in soothing oils so they're ready for the 
gynaecologist's examination. 
 
The monthly salary is $3,000.00 and... 
if you're interested you'll have to go to Batu Pahat” 
 
"Wah lau , is that where the job is?" asked the man.... 
 
She answered,  
  
*"No, that's where the end of the queue is now."* 





 

Invitation Runs 





 


